
Battle 1 - Patrol Clash
Elements of Warrrgh Utuk have begun to expand unchecked on the eastern fringes of 

the Ultima Segmentium and forward elements have smashed aside the planetary 
defences of the Imperial World of Beturam in an expanding front. 

Landing craft have descended upon the sparsely populated desert continent of Urornia 
with the intention of gathering a foothold before driving towards the surrounding 

miniarial rich mining communities. 

Ork intel (if there is such a thing) reports only standard PDF defences with little in the 
way of massive command structure, so they could be scattered and weak but intel can 

be off. No signs of large Imperial defences such as Knights or Astartes. 

Orks are naturally aggressive, but the tight control that the Blood Axe Kaptins and Nobz 
exert over their boyz reigned in the Ork urge to surge off into the distance to find the 
fight. Infiltration and scout Kommando teams ventured in front of hit and run groups. 

Unbeknownst to the Orks the PDF forces at Tapurdan were not only preparing defences 
but also sending out battlegroups with the intention of slowing any Ork forces down 

before reinforcements could get into the area. 

Estimated Ork Landing Zone

Engagements



Mission - Patrol
Battle size : 65 power, both sides. No limits on detachment type but can only have a 
max of 1 detachment for this game. If a player wishes to they can use units from their 
order of battle. 8 Command Points

Limitations
ASTRA MILITARUM, PDF FORCES - 
The local forces are not a full guard 
force. Many will have been pressed 
ganged into service, as such the 
following units are not allowed. 
> Manticore, 
> Hell Hound, 
> Stygies equipment, 
> any form of plasma on tanks, 
> Commissars (any) 
> a MAX of 1 captain,
> any psychic units, 
> any Navy units. 

ORKS, SCOUT FORCES - 
The forces are trying to use hit and run 
tactics against the planets defences as 
such the ork army cannot have the 
following,
> No unit size bigger then 10 (they are      
sneaking)
> flash gitz
> MAX 2 HQ choices, 
> 1+ Kommandos unit,
> Killa Kans
> Deff Dreads
> Morkanaut
> Gorkanaut

BOTH SIDES
Both sides in this game MUST take at least 1 Troop unit with a dedicated transport 
option. Nether side are able to take Relics of any kind, but will have warlord traits. 

Terrain
Create the battlefield similar to the map, use rock formations, small buildings, some little 
ponds (oasis’s) and some fences and barricades. This will give the feel of an 
abandoned outpost. 

Use the following terrain rules

Rock Formations
Area, Obscuring, Light cover, Unstable positions (top of the rocks) difficult ground, 
breachable. 

Barricades
See rule book

Ruins
See rule book

Fences
Breachable, Difficult ground (Infantry only), dense cover, Special (If a unit other then a 
vehicle moves across the fence then remove the terrain piece.)

Oasis
Difficult ground, dense cover



Mission Objective
Three objectives are set up on the battlefield (see map). The objective marker in the 
centre of the board is worth 3vps at the beginning of a players command phase, the 
other two are worth 2vps. 

Deployment
The deployment zones are 6inch ‘corners’. The green one is the Orks and the Red the 
Militarum. Both players roll off, the loser of the dice roll must set up 1 troops choice in a 
dedicated transport. The rest of the players army is in reserve.

SPECIAL RULES
Reserves
The vast majority of a players army is in reserve in this game. At the end of a players 
movement phase roll a d6 for each unit in reserve (you can stick a unit in a transport 
and roll once for both) on a 4+ (first turn, 3+ turn 2 onwards) the unit can come on from 
reserve. Place the unit wholly within 12inch of the players table edge and 9inch away 
from any enemy units. 

Units that come on with transports DONT have to be deployed in the transport, but must 
be set up within 9inchs of it. 

The Heat
At this hurried stage both the Orks and PDF forces were unprepared for the heat during 
mid day battles and the detrimental effects it could have on the battlefield. 

Any ranged fire that is more then 18inch away from the target suffers a -1 to hit due to 
the heat haze and issue the heat would have on equipment, furthermore roll a d6 for 
each of your units in the command phase (including vehicles and other unit types). On a 
6 that unit suffers 1 mortal wound to represent men failing with exhaustion or 
mechanical equipment failing. 

Game Turn
These engagements could sometimes be over in a matter of minutes, others would be 
long drawn out battles. To represent this at the end of Round 5 the Ork player rolls a d6, 
On a 3+ the game goes for another round. At the end of that Round (6) the Imperial 
player rolls a d6, on a 5+ the game plays for the final round of turn 7. 
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Ork Victory Choice (pick 1)
Continue the hit and run attacks, picking the PDF defences apart bit by bit until bulk 
forces arrive

Gather the rest of the recon units together to form a mini warband and strike out from 
this position against the fleeing PDF defences.

Gather the rest of the recon units and hold this positions so it can be used as a jump off 
point for the Warrrgh

Ork Defeat Choice (pick 1)
Gather what remains of the recon forces and try to assemble some sort of front line 
away, bit near these positions to make sure you can attempt to catch any break through 
force thats trying to get to the landing site.

Scatter your forces and dig in in small pockets and attempt to hold out until the bulk of 
forces arrive. 

Fall back towards the landing site and gather with the rest of the Warrrgh.

Imperial Victory Choice (pick 1)
Push forward and continue to hound the recon forces, any eliminations now should 
weaken the greater Ork army.

Fortify your position and gather other elements of other recon forces and once your 
strength is high enough push out towards the Orks positions swamping them with 
superior force.

Fall back by numbers, abandoning the site but shoring up the defences further towards 
the south-east.

Imperial Defeat Choice (pick 1)
Orks can be brutal in victory, scatter your forces and attempt to fall back by sections if 
you can in a rearguard attempt

You break and attempt to meet up with other recon elements with the intention of 
creating a second push or ‘counterattack’

Gather what remains of your strength in a block and fall back slowly towards the greater 
defence line in the south. 


